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Scientists and laymen alike have always been fascinated by the ability of lenses and mirrors to control light.
Now, with the advent of metamaterials and their two-dimensional counterpart metasurfaces, such
components can be miniaturized and designed with additional functionalities, holding promise for system
integration. To demonstrate this potential, here ultrathin reflection metasurfaces (also called metamirrors)
designed for focusing terahertz radiation into a single spot and four spaced spots are proposed and
experimentally investigated at the frequency of 0.35 THz. Each metasurface is designed using a
computer-generated spatial distribution of the reflection phase. The phase variation within 360 deg is
achieved via a topological morphing of the metasurface pattern from metallic patches to U-shaped and
split-ring resonator elements, whose spectral response is derived from full-wave electromagnetic
simulations. The proposed approach demonstrates a high-performance solution for creating low-cost and
lightweight beam-shaping and beam-focusing devices for the terahertz band.
T
he terahertz (THz) band of the electromagnetic spectrum is conveniently located between the microwaves
and infrared regions allowing researchers to combine both optical and microwave techniques in THz
instrumentation and to synthesize unique instrumental solutions1. Such a synthesis is proven to be very
effective when planar metallized microstructures of subwavelength topology, commonly referred to as frequency
selective surfaces ormetasurfaces2, are used formanipulating amplitude, polarization and phase characteristics of
microwaves3–5, quasi-optical THz6–8 and optical beams9–12 as well as acoustic waves13. In microwave and mil-
limetre-wave engineering, control of the phase is essential in the technology of low-profile reflectarray antennas,
whose conventional design implies exploiting a metasurface laying over a grounded-dielectric-slab with spatial-
dependent reflection phase4,14,15. This reflection-type approach holds promise for THz beam-shaping and
beam-focusing techniques as it allows creating purely flat, thin and lightweight reflectors capable of properly
manipulating the wavefront through the control of the metasurface unit cell geometry. Due to relative simplicity
in photolithographic fabrication, such kind of reflectors serve as an attractive alternative to the conventional
diffractive optical elements (DOEs) based on cost-consuming structures with profiled surfaces16–18. In addition,
working in reflection mode eliminates the Fresnel reflection loss and reduces the terahertz-material interaction.
This lowers the overall insertion loss of the device compared to transmission metasurfaces.
In this paper we investigate the feasibility for effective focusing of terahertz waves using metasurface-inspired
flat holographic reflectarrays (HRAs) (see Fig. 1), whose design is accomplished by using a combined approach
involving: i) a computer-generated holography (CGH) method19–21 to synthesize an appropriate distribution of
the reflection phase QHRA(x,y) over the holographic metasurface; ii) a full-wave-electromagnetic-analysis-based
method to control the complex reflectance rHRA(x,y) of the HRA at any local point (x,y) of its surface via proper
morphing the metasurface unit cell geometry from metallic patches14,22 to U-shaped23 and split-ring resonator
elements7,24,25 akin to surface wave inhomogeneous metalenses26. Given the anisotropy of the U-shaped and split-
ring resonators, numerical investigation of the TM- and TE-polarization is done. We conclude that the TE-
polarization scheme leads to a better overall performance due to its negligible cross polarization. We report
experimentally two different metasurfaces designed for the reflective focusing of an incident TE-polarized
Gaussian beam into a single spot and four spaced spots respectively, which were optimized for the operation
frequency of 0.35 THz (free-space wavelength l0 5 857 mm) chosen due to its positioning in the atmospheric-
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transmission window27. An overall efficiency , 80% is achieved in
both cases, which outperforms that reported for transmission meta-
surfaces working at THz frequencies8.
Design procedure and results
To attain the desired intensity distribution IFP(x9,y9) in the focal
plane (X9, Y9) for the wavefront focused by the metasurface, the
optimal surface distribution reflection phase QHRA(x,y) referred to
the (X, Y) plane can be effectively calculated by using CGH phase
retrieval methods originally developed for profiled DOEs. In this
work, we employed the easy-to-code and robust iterative algorithm
of Gerchberg-Saxton (GSA)19–21, following the workflow shown in
Fig. 2. This algorithm, althoughmore complex than alternatives such
as the standard ray-tracing method, is applicable for any configura-
tion and, in particular, provides more accurate results in non-para-
xial configurations like the one here reported.
To cover the range of 360 deg variation of the reflection phase
QHRA, which is necessary for accurate focusing, we continuously
changed the metasurface unit cells geometry from square-shaped
metallic patches14,22 to U-shaped resonators (USRs)23 and then to
split-ring resonator elements (SRRs)7,24,25, as it is shown in
Fig. 3(a). As a dielectric substrate, a polypropylene (PP) slab of thick-
ness d 5 190 mm (d> l0/4.5) was employed to minimize dielectric
losses (tanD< 0.001)28,29. To minimize Ohmic dissipation, 0.35 mm
thick aluminum metallization was used both in the metasurface and
ground plane layers. Due to a relatively low PP refractive index n (n
> 1.5), such topological morphing (‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’) enables to
enhance subwalengthness of the unit cells compared to the patch-
based RAs14,22 and, therefore, to decrease the phase errors when
substituting the required local phase QHRA(x,y) by the one retrieved
from simulations of the regularly patterned surfaces. Moreover,
when using only a single layer metasurface, it allows us to overcome
the key drawback of the patch-based structures – impossibility to
overlap 360 deg for the reflection phase14,15. It should be also pointed
out that the proposed metasurface based on ‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’ morph-
ing is polarization-sensitive and supposed to be excited by the wave
polarized transversely to USR and SRR gaps. Formally, a different
morphology change involving for instance only isotropic unit cells
could have been chosen at the expense of removing the polarization-
dependence of the holographic metasurface. However, we found that
‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’ morphing enables to obtain smaller dimensions of
the metasurface unit cells and, therefore, to enhance their subwa-
lengthness, when the minimal feature size technologically allowable
for the metasurface is fixed (56 mm in this work).
Figure 3(b) illustrates variation of the absolute reflection phase
QHRA and the reflection coefficient jrHRAj2 induced by ‘‘Patch-to-
SRR’’ topological morphing of the optimized metasurface pattern
at the frequency of 0.35 THz simulated for the cases of TE- and
TM-polarization. The morphing starts with a monotone increase
of the patch width p from 56 to 230 mm (increment Dp 5 6 mm).
The largest patch then transforms to USR via forming a rectangular
horizontal recess, varying q from 6 to 174 mm (increment Dq 5
6 mm). Finally, USR turns into SRR by extending the metallic arms
of the USR gap, so that the width r decreases from 110 to 56 mm
(increment Dr 5 -3 mm). This three-step variation of the unit cell
morphology is chosen to modify gradually the electromagnetic res-
ponse such that the local periodicity approximation holds. For TE-
polarization, such topological morphing leads to 360 deg variation of
the reflection phase from the initial patch to the final SRR, see
Fig. 3(a). For TM-polarization, the phase excursion is 384 deg.
Figure 1 | 90 deg-reflection schematic setup to focus a Gaussian terahertz
beam by a metasurface. k0 is the wave vector of the incident beam, having
the following components in the (X, Y, Z) coordinate system: k0 5 (–k0/ﬃﬃ
2
p
, 0, –k0/
ﬃﬃ
2
p
), where k0 5 2p /l0. The plane (X, Y) is chosen to coincide
with the outer interface of the metasurface.
Figure 2 | The workflow of the Gerchberg-Saxton iterative algorithm for retrieving surface distribution of the HRA reflection phase QHRA(x,y).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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A clear drawback of the TM case is the depolarization or cross-
polarization (TM-to-TE conversion) under oblique incidence due to
the intrinsic bianisotropy of the USR and SRR unit cells30. In Fig. 3(b)
cross-polarization losses are clearly observed for USR and SRR cases,
and are maximized for USR elements (6% in the worst case). On the
other hand, under TE excitation cross-polarization due to bianiso-
tropy does not appear30 and thus the level of TE-to-TM conversion
does not exceed –60dB (1026). Note that the cross-polarization losses
decrease the TM-reflectivity down to 82.7% in contrast to 88.4% for
the TE case. As for TE and TM absorption losses, whose values can be
evaluated by the formulas ATE~1{ rHRAj j2TE?TE{ rHRAj j2TE?TM and
ATM~1{ rHRAj j2TM?TM{ rHRAj j2TM?TE their maximal magnitudes
reach ATE 5 11.5% and ATM 5 11.2% respectively (see Fig. 3(b)).
The field analysis shows that absorption is attributed mainly to Ohmic
dissipation in the metallization.
For the experimental confirmation of the proposed approach, the
two kinds of metasurfaces designed were fabricated and experiment-
ally investigated. In the first design an incident Gaussian beam is
focused into a single spot (1-spot), whereas in the second it is divided
into four spaced spots (4-spots) placed in the vertices of a symmetric
cross with 12 mm axes. The metasurfaces were optimized for TE-
polarized excitation to minimize cross-polarization losses.
Figure 4(a) displays the GSA-computed distributions of the
reflection phase QHRA(x,y) over the metasurfaces for a focal distance
F5 60 mm.When realizing GSA, which typically converged after 20
iterations, the metasurface was spatially discretized into uniform
pixels with dimensions 286 3 286 mm equal to the dimensions of
the unit cells. This discretization step was used in the Fresnel-
Kirchhoff surface integral computation and the phase was assumed
to be constant within the pixel area. After computing the phase
distribution QHRA(x,y), a photomask was generated with a
MATLABTM code by using the correspondence between the phase
and the unit cell geometry represented in Fig. 3. This photomask was
used for the fabrication of the metallic pattern via a photolitho-
graphic technique28,29. As only a relative phase shift between pixels
makes sense, the phase of 180 deg was chosen to refer to the 1st
number topology (‘‘patch’’, p 5 56 mm), while the 78th topology
(‘‘SRR’’, w 5 56 mm) corresponded to the phase of 2180 deg .
Figure 4(b) shows a detail of the actual mask pattern corresponding
to the 4-spots design.
To evaluate the focusing performance, an experimental setup
implemented with CDP System Corp. components32 and utilizing
a quasi-optical BWO-spectroscopy technique33 was employed
(Fig. 5). In this setup, the measurements were carried out with a
polarization-insensitive pyroelectric sensor mounted on the tip of a
metallic rod with length of 50 mm and outer diameter of 15 mm
installed on a computer-controlled 2D raster scanner. The pyro-
sensor was designed to have a receiving window diameter of
1.5 mm. The polarization of the BWObeam incident upon themeta-
surface was controlled with a wire grid polarizer.
The theoretical and experimentally measured focusing character-
istics for 1-spot and 4-spots designs are demonstrated in Fig. 6 where
the intensity distributions IFP(x9,y9) in the focal plane (X9, Y9) are
shown. The distributions are normalized to the intensity of the incid-
ent TE-polarized Gaussian beam. By inspection of Fig. 6, we con-
clude that there is good agreement between simulations and
experimental data. The discrepancy is manifested as some reduction
and broadening, as well as a slight deformation of the measured
intensity peaks compared to the simulated ones. For instance, for
the case of 1-spot, the theoretical intensity maximum is 106.5 and the
spot has a round shape with the half-maximum diameter of 1.4 mm.
In the experiment, the peak magnitude decreases down to 76.5 and
the spot appears to be elongated along the Y9 axis having a quasi-
elliptical shape with half-maximum dimensions of 1.9 3 2.5 mm.
For the case of 4-spots focusing, the GSA computations converged to
focal intensity profiles with unequal peak magnitudes distributed as
22.3 & 27.2 for the peaks located on the horizontal axis of the cross,
and 24.6 & 23.8 for the peaks on the vertical axis. All simulated peaks
are round-shaped with half-maximum diameter of 1.2 mm. It is
noteworthy that the measurements of the 4-spots case showed qua-
litatively similar non-uniform peak distribution, also confirming the
Y9-elongation phenomenon that also appears in the 1-spot case. The
experimental magnitudes and dimensions of the 4-spots are shown in
Table 1.
Discussion of the results
Despite a possible distortion of thewave field intensity registered by a
pyro-detector, the main reason to explain the effects of the mag-
nitude reduction, spatial broadening and deformation of the focal
peaks compared to the theoretical predictions is presumably related
to phase errors. These arise inevitably when the correspondence
between the phase and the unit cell geometry is established through
the modeling of each metasurface as a spatially-uniform 2D array
(see Fig. 3). However, in the practical realization each unit cell oper-
ates in nonuniform environment due to the gradual geometrical
variation of the neighboring cells. This yields deviations from the
theoretical phase values presented in Fig. 3. Such deviations can be
noticeable in the pixels where the reflection phaseQHRA(x,y) switches
Figure 3 | ‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’ morphing. (a) ‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’ route for
topological morphing of the metasurface pattern and (b) simulated
performance of corresponding uniform-metasurface-based reflectarrays at
the frequency of 0.35 THz. The exciting polarization is transverse to USR
and SRR slots. The geometric parameters are given in micrometers.
Metallization is shown in orange (dark).
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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from 180 deg to 2180 deg, i.e. where the topological pattern dras-
tically changes: from patches of the first topological numbers to SRRs
of the last ones (see ‘‘white-looking’’ areas faintly-filled with metal in
Fig.4(b)). A correct evaluation of the mentioned phase errors lies
beyond the scope of this paper; our goal herein is to demonstrate
that, despite phase errors high-performance terahertz focusing
devices, as proven by Fig. 6(b).
For practical applications, three additional important parameters
of the focusing devices are usually analyzed: diffraction efficiency,
spectral bandwidth, and, in case of utilizing polarization-dependent
metasurfaces, sensitivity of focusing to variation of the incident
polarization. In general, the DOE’s diffraction efficiency (DE) is
defined as the ratio of the power diffracted into a chosen diffraction
order to the power of the incoming wave beam. For the case of 1-spot,
the direct integration of the focal plane intensity distribution IFP
(x9,y9) over the round area centered in the focal peak and diameter
equal to three half-maximum diameters results in a DE equal to 93%
and 80% for the theoretical and experimental cases, respectively.
Similarly, the DE of 4-spots is 86% and 78% for the theoretical and
experimental cases, respectively. These relatively high DE values are
achieved thanks to using subwavelength pixels (l0/g> 3) that min-
imize the staircase variation step for the reflection phase QHRA(x,y)
and lead to diminishing the spurious diffraction losses. This fact,
makes the designed metasurfaces very attractive and promising for
practical applications. Diffraction losses could be further reduced by
increasing the l0/g ratio so that the focal intensity profile is improved.
Regarding sensitivity of focusing to the incident polarization, both
designs exhibit quite robust behavior: the magnitude of the foci
decreases to half the maximum only when the exciting polarization
changes at 6 40 deg relative to the optimal (TE) state. Additionally,
our investigations show that, when properly designed for TM-
polarized excitation, the metasurfaces keep all the main focusing
characteristics obtained for TE-polarization, excluding the addi-
tional power losses, which are estimated on the level of 3–5% and
are attributed to cross-polarization scattering.
The spectral properties of themetasurfaces and, in particular, their
operational frequency bandwidth (BW) are illustrated in Fig. 7 where
the frequency dependences of the diffraction efficiency and the nor-
malized focal peak magnitudes (NFPM) are shown. Referred to
-3 dB level, DE-BW is evaluated as the frequency range where DE
values are above half of their maxima. Relative to the frequency of
0.35 THz, both theoretical and experimentally measured DE-BW are
estimated around 19% for 1-spot and 15% for 4-spots. Unlike DE,
which is the area-integrated characteristics, NFPM is more sensitive
Figure 4 | Metasurface patterns. (a) Distributions of the reflection phase over HRA surfaces for the cases of 90 deg reflective focusing into a single spot
(left) and four spaced spots (right) computed for the focal distance of F 5 60 mm and the operating frequency of 0.35 THz. (b) Fragment of the
metasurface pattern for 4-spots HRA adapted to TE-polarized excitation. Metallized areas are shown by black.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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to a frequency variation. Moreover, in the case of 4-spots each one of
the peaks degrades slightly differently, resulting in some variation of
the individual NFPM-BW (see Fig. 7 (right)). Referred to -3 dB decay
relative to the peak magnitude, the theory and experiment yield the
concordant values of NFPM-BW: 14% for 1-spot and on average 9.4%
for 4-spots (it actually varies from 8.8% to 10% for different peaks).
Similar to reflectarrays4,14,15, the spectral performance of the holo-
graphic metasurfaces is limited by two factors: the bandwidth of the
metasurface unit cells, and a differential spatial phase delay resulting
from different path lengths from the focal spots to each point of the
metasurface. To gain a deeper insight on the phase mismatching, we
may consider two arbitrary metasurface points A and B having the
reflection phases QA0 and Q
B
0 respectively, which are specified for the
optimized frequency n0 5 0.35 THz. Limiting our consideration to
1-spot focusing, the phase relation for ideal focusing can be formu-
lated as QB0{Q
A
0
 
{2pn0 r
B{rA
 
c~2mp, where rA and rB are the
distances between the focal point and the pointsA and B respectively,
c is the speed of light in vacuum, and m is an integer. To make the
focal plane intensity independent on frequency (implying a constant
incident beam profile, for simplicity), we should impose the require-
ment to fulfill this relation at any other frequency nwhere theA andB
reflection phases are equal to QAand QB respectively: (QB-QA)-2pn(rB-
rA)/c52mp. These two relations can be reduced upon elimination of
rA and rB to the next equation:
DQBA~DQBA0
:n=n0z2mp: 1{n=n0ð Þ, ð1Þ
where DQBA5(QB-QA), DQBA0 ~ Q
B
0{Q
A
0
 
.
The first term on the right side of (1) describes the ideal frequency
dispersion law for themetasurface unit cells necessary to compensate
a phase shift between surface points when changing the frequency.
However, such compensation will work for the whole surface only if
all the partial waves arriving at the focal point from the metasurface
have the relative phase shift modulus not exceeding 360u. This corre-
sponds to the condition m 5 0 and can be realized when the meta-
surface transverse size D is relatively small compared to the focal
distance F (D,(8l0F)1/2). For the case D/F> 1, the second term on
the right side of (1) becomes non-zero and cannot be neglected. It
introduces a supplementary non-compensable phase shift which
increases when jmj grows and results in an extra narrowing of the
Figure 5 | Quasi-optical experimental setup. (a) Photograph of the
experimental setup used for measuring the focusing performance of the
developedHRAs: (1) – THz BWO, (2) – beam forming lens, (3) – chopper,
(4) – wire grid polarizer, (5) – HRA (fixed to the optical holder), (6) – 2D
raster scanner, (7) – pyroelectric detector. (b) Magnified photo of the
pyro-detector mounted on the carrying metallic frame.
Figure 6 | Focusing performance of the holographic metasurface.
Theoretical (a) and experimentally measured (b) intensity distributions in
the focal plane (X9, Y9) obtained for 90u reflective focusing into a single
spot (left) and four spots (right) at the frequency of 0.35 THz.
Table 1 | Characteristics of the spots in the 4-spots experiment
Peak
Left Right Bottom Top
Normalized intensity 15.3 19.2 18.4 17.9
Half-maximum
dimensions (mm)
2.5 3 3.4 2.7 3 3.5 2.3 3 3.4 2.5 3 3.4
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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bandwidth for the metasurfaces having a large number of the oper-
ating zones shifted in phase by 360u (see Fig. 4(a)). In this work, at
least four of such zones should be taken into account as the metasur-
faces are illuminated by the wave beam with the half-maximum dia-
meter w > 18 mm. To quantify both terms in equation (1) applied to
the ‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’ morphing from Fig. 3 and, thus, to get information
on the phase mismatch corresponding to the actual values of the meta-
surface bandwidth, we will consider the quantities DQBA and DQBA0 as
Figure 8 | Spectral properties of the uniform-metasurface-based reflectarrays. (a) The reflection phase; (b) the reflection coefficient; (c) phasemismatch
functionDWm form 5 0, and (d) extra factor 2mp ? (1-v/v0) for differentm. TE polarization, 45u oblique incidence. The vertical lines delimit 19% (dash)
and 9% (short dash) bandwidths.
Figure 7 | Focusing performance of the holographic metasurfaces as a function of frequency. Spectral behavior of the diffraction efficiency and focal
peak magnitude normalized to its maximum when focusing into a single spot (left) and four spots (right). For 4-spots, the peaks from Fig. 6 (right) are
numerated as follows: 1 - left, 2 - right, 3 - bottom, 4 - top.
www.nature.com/scientificreports
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the differences between the TE reflection phases of the 1st number
topology (the patch of the smallest size) and the variable topological
number X (Xg[1, 78]) determined at the specified frequencies:
DQBA;DQ1vsX(n)5QTopol1(n)-QTopolX(n), DQBA0 ;DQ
1vsX(n0)5QTopol1(n0)-
QTopolX(n0). Figures 8(a), (b) illustrate the frequency dispersion of the
complex TE-reflectance for the full morphology set comprising 78
topological variants of the uniform-metasurface-based reflectarrays
from Fig. 3 computed in the range of 0.3-0.4 THz. Introducing the
phase mismatch function DQm
DWm nð Þ~DQ1nsX nð Þ{ DQ1nsX n0ð Þ:n=n0z2mp: 1{n=n0ð Þ
 
, ð2Þ
to describe a deviation of the actual phase shiftDQ1vsX(n) between the
twometasurface points having the local topological numbers 1 andX
from the ideal phase shift specified by (1), we can further track out
the spectral behavior of DWm using the dispersion curves from
Fig. 8(a). Fig. 8(c) demonstrates the numerical results for the case
ofm5 0, while Fig 8(d) represents the extra term 2mp?(1-n/n0) form
? 0. One can see a relatively rapid variation of the functions DW0
versus frequency which, in addition, behave differently for different
topologies. The spread of DW0 magnitudes is summarized in Table 2
and provides information on the minimal, maximal, and mean
values (uniformly averaged over all 78 topologies) referred to the
boundary frequencies of the broadest and narrowest bands deter-
mined in this work: 19% (1-spot DE-BW) and 9% (4-spots NFPM-
BW) bandwidths respectively. We deduce from Table 2 that a DW0
magnitude up to , 30–50u is allowable to realize DE with 19%
bandwidth, while only , 15–20u are permissible for 9% of NFPM-
BW. Note that such values of the phase mismatch are achieved when
several zones with different m jointly work in our metasurfaces. For
each zone with m ? 0, the phase mismatch is increased by an extra
factor 7180u?m?BW. The values of this extra factor for different m
are summarized in Table 3. By decreasing the number of actually
operating zones through reducing the D/F ratio, the bandwidth can
be expanded.
To conclude, in this work a new type of planar holographic meta-
surfaces (or reflectarrays) designed for simple and sophisticated
focusing of THz radiation using ‘‘Patch-to-SRR’’ topological morph-
ing of the metasurface pattern is proposed and experimentally inves-
tigated at the frequency of 0.35 THz. A TE-polarization scheme is
chosen judiciously to reduce the cross-polarization losses that are
susceptible to arise in anisotropic unit cells such as the USRs and
SRRs. The experimental measurement confirms the theoretical pre-
dictions with a good degree of concordance and shows that the
holographic metasurfaces enable to realize the operation bandwidth
up to 20% in the non-paraxial configuration with F/D > 1. The
considered approach demonstrates the high-performance solution
with the experimentally measured diffraction efficiency around 80%
for creating purely flat, thin, light-weight and relatively inexpensive
passive beam-shaping and beam-focusing devices for the THz band.
Methods
Gerchberg-Saxton iterative algorithm. For reflecting DOEs, here generically
referred to as holographic reflectarrays (HRAs), GSA19–21 starts with computing the
electric field amplitude distribution E0(x,y) for the wavefront in the HRA plane (X, Y)
using the beam intensity distribution I0(x0,y0) given in the beam-waist plane (X0, Y0)
(see Fig. 1, 2). The field amplitude E0(x,y) is related to the wave intensity I0(x,y) and
phase w0(x,y) as E0(x,y) 5 (8p I0(x,y)/c)1/2 ? exp(jw0(x,y)), where c is the speed of light.
For a Gaussian beam, the transition from I0(x0,y0) to I0(x,y) and w0(x,y) is readily
realized with the help of classical Gaussian optics formulas6. Knowing E0(x,y), the
field reflected from the HRA at every surface point (x,y) is computed afterwards via
multiplying E0(x,y) by the HRA’s complex reflectance r
(m)
HRA (x,y) ? exp(j Q
(m)
HRA (x,y)),
where rHRA(x,y) and QHRA(x,y) correspond to the reflection amplitude and phase
respectively, while the superscript (m) indicates the iteration number. It is assumed
that rHRA(x,y) is a known function of QHRA(x,y), thus only the unknown distribution
QHRA(x,y)~ limm??
Q
(m)
HRA(x,y) is to be determined via a GSA iterative procedure. For
the first iteration (m 5 1), the distribution Q(m)HRA(x,y) is chosen to be arbitrary (e.g.
random).
As soon as the distribution of the wave field reflected from the HRA is established
for the iterationm, it is further used to figure out the wave field in the focal plane (X9,
Y9) by applying a ‘‘forward propagator’’ operator, which is basically represented by
the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral31. The computed focal plane intensity distribution I(m)FP
(x9,y9) is compared afterwards with the desired intensity distribution IFP(x9,y9). If the
maximal relative error max(j I(m)FP (x9,y9)– IFP (x9,y9)j/IFP (x9,y9)) over the focal area
exceeds the prescribed convergence limit or the maximally acceptable number of
iterations is not achieved, the iterative process continues to the stage (m 1 1). From
this point, the computed focal plane field (8pIðmÞFP (x9,y9)/c)
1/2 ? exp(j Q(m)FP (x9,y9)) is
modified by substituting I(m)FP (x9,y9) for IFP (x9,y9) and is further sent back to HRA. By
applying the Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral to such backward propagation of the wave-
front from the focal plane to HRA, one can calculate themodified field distribution in
the HRA plane (X, Y) and therefore the modified HRA reflection phase Q(mz1)HRA (x,y).
The latter one is derived from the resulting surface phase distribution after sub-
tracting the w0 (x,y) factor originated from the incident Gaussian beam. The iterative
loop closes when the distribution Q(m)HRA (x,y) is replaced by Q
(mz1)
HRA (x,y) and the
iterative procedure continues. The iterative process repeats until the computed focal
plane intensity distribution maximally conforms to the desired distribution IFP
(x9,y9). In this case, the incident beam intensity distribution retrieved on the ‘‘back-
ward’’ branch of the iterative loop should fit the original distribution I0 (x0,y0), and the
resulting phase function QHRA (x,y), i.e. the required ‘‘computer-generated holo-
gram’’, is obtained.
Full-wave simulation.As the direct full-wave modeling of oversized HRA composed
of non-uniform unit cells requires enormous amount of computational resources, a
good approximation is to assume local periodicity. That is, to reduce the problem to
modeling uniform RAs differed in metasurface patterns and then to synthesize the
output HRA using the correspondence between the RA’s reflection phase and its
metasurface unit cell geometry. In this work, 78 variants of regular RAs with different
metasurface patterns, covering the full transformation cycle from Fig. 3(a), were
numerically optimized in ASYS HFSSTM electromagnetic software to achieve the
optimal performance for the output HRA excited by the electromagnetic wave
polarized transversely to USR and SRR gaps. All RAs were modeled as infinite regular
2D arrays with identical x and y lattice constants g by exploiting the regime of Floquet
ports and periodic boundary conditions applied to the RA unit cell. Due to fabrication
limitations, the restriction of 56 mm for the minimal width of the metallized strips, as
well as the inter-element spaces inmetasurface patterns was imposed in the geometry
optimization. As a result, for the PP slab 190 mm thick, the minimized unit cell
dimensions g 3 g providing 360 deg of the reflection phase variation DQRA at the
operation frequency of 0.35 THz and TE-polarized excitation were found to be 2863
286 mm. Thus, the subwalengthness factor, defined as the ratio of the free space
wavelength l0 to the unit cell periodicity g, is evaluated as l0/g > 3.
Table 2 | Calculated boundary and mean values for the phase mismatch function DW0
max DW0 n0: 1+
BW
2
 	 	
 
min DW0 n0: 1+
BW
2
 	 	
 
mean DW0 n0: 1+
BW
2
 	 	
 
BW 5 0.19 155.4u 231.8u 23.8u
136.9u 226.0u 111.1u
BW 5 0.09 121.2u 215.8u 22.2u
117.0u 215.9u 13.8u
Table 3 | Calculated extra factor 2mp?(1-n/n0) for different m
m561 m562 m563 m564
BW 5 0.19 734.2u 768.4u 7102.6u 7136.8u
BW 5 0.09 716.2u 732.4u 748.6u 764.8u
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Experimental setup. The experimental scheme for terahertz focusing by the HRA
investigated in this work is shown in Figs. 1 and 5. Themetasurface is lithographically
patterned on a grounded dielectric slab and is illuminated by a Gaussian beam from a
backward-wave oscillator (BWO) under an incidence angle of 45 deg. After reflection
from the metasurface and a proper amplitude-phase transformation, the wavefront is
focused afterwards on the focal plane, which was chosen to be positioned at the
distance of F5 60 mm from themetasurface center, while its normal is oriented at 90
deg relative to the propagation direction of the incident beam (‘‘90 deg-reflection
scheme’’). In our experiments, the metasurface is square with overall dimensions ofD
3 D 5 70 3 70 mm2, which are almost fourfold larger than the incident beam
diameter w evaluated as 18 mm at half maximum of the beam intensity.
The measurements (see Fig. 6) were done with a pyroelectric detector mounted on
the tip of a metallic rod with the outer diameter of 15 mm installed on a computer-
controlled 2D raster scanner. The step of 2D raster scanning along both axes was
0.43 mm (i.e., 0.5l0). The pyro-detector developed by CDP System Corp32 was
implemented to have the receiving window diameter of 1.5 mm.
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